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High Current Charger

Disclaimer
Please understand that this drawing is for my own
installation and is only being provided for reference.

While I have taken every precaution to make sure
this diagram is accurate and functional -- it is up
to you to verify that it will be appropriate and safe
for your needs.

I am not a Professional Engineer and therefore am
not qualified to certify the validity of this diagram.

High Current Battery Charger
Using parts from a MIG welder

Top-balancing lithium (or lead) based batteries

0-120VAC
15A

0-120VAC
15A

Step-down transformer

Center-tapped
Step-down transformer Dual Rectifiers

Full-wave
bridge rectifier

+DC out

+DC out

(see above)

Large Capacitor

Hi Current Inductor

DC Ripple Filter (optional)
Included with MIG welder
Capacitor is optional but recommended
    it will remove leftover ripple from the AC
    output of the transformer.
Inductor is optional and NOT recommended.
    it will remove some ripple from the circuit,
   it is what helps start the welder's arc
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Note: Due to the high current and substantial voltage drop in
          cables -- take all  voltage readings right at the batteries.
          Connection to the Hi-Low Cutoff Circuit should be
          connected here too. Alligator type clips are OK. 

All batteries connected in parallel

Alternative wiring for transformer without center-tap 

Variac
15A min

Relay
12V Coil

120VAC 20A Contacts

Transformer
15-24VAC

Hi-Low
Cutoff Circuit

(optional)

Power In
120VAC

20A

On/Off switch

Power Indicator LightCooling Fan
primarily for cooling

the rectifier heat-sink

Note: Use 2awg cable from the charger to the batteries
          and use bolt on type ring terminals rather than
          "jumper cable" or "alligator" style clips.
          A weak connection here will overheat the battery teminals.

The purpose of the variac is to allow the operator (you) to 
maintain a charging current and voltage that is within the 
limits of the transformer, rectifiers and batteries.

Turn Variac all the way to 0 before applying power to this 
system. 

Once the power is turned on slowly increase the voltage 
output of the variac while watching the
current meter. Do not allow the current to exceed the 
maximum allowed current of the rectifiers or transformer.

Also, you must always monitor the battery voltage with a 
good digital multimeter at the battery terminals. As the 
battery state-of-charge approaches 100% the variac is used 
to prevent the battery voltage from exceeding the maximum 
charging voltage defined by the battery manufacturer.

Over-Temperature sensor
(optional) Note: If the MIG welder has an over temperature 

sensor it will be attached to the heat sink of the 
rectifiers. Connect it in series with the relay coil so 
that it will power down the high-currenttransformer 
in an over temperature situation. 


